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QUESTION 1

An organization is successfully using API led connectivity, however, as the application network grows, all the manually
performed tasks to publish share and discover, register, apply policies to, and deploy an API are becoming repetitive
pictures driving the organization to automate this process using efficient CI/\\'CD pipeline. Considering Anypoint
platforms capabilities how should the organization approach automating is API lifecycle? 

A. Use runtime manager rest apis for API management and mavenforAPI deployment 

B. Use Maven with a custom configuration required for the API lifecycle 

C. Use Anypoint CLI or Anypoint Platform REST apis with scripting language such as groovy 

D. Use Exchange rest api\\'s for API management and MavenforAPI deployment 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Insurance organization is planning to deploy Mule application in MuleSoft Hosted runtime plane. As a part of
requirement , application should be scalable . highly available. It also has regulatory requirement which demands logs to
be retained for at least 2 years. As an Integration Architect what step you will recommend in order to achieve this? 

A. It is not possible to store logs for 2 years in CloudHub deployment. External log management system is required. 

B. When deploying an application to CloudHub , logs retention period should be selected as 2 years 

C. When deploying an application to CloudHub, worker size should be sufficient to store 2 years data 

D. Logging strategy should be configured accordingly in log4j file deployed with the application. 

Correct Answer: A 

Correct answer is It is not possible to store logs for 2 years in CloudHub deployment. External log management system
is required. CloudHub has a specific log retention policy, as described in the documentation: the platform stores logs of
up to 100 MB per app and per worker or for up to 30 days, whichever limit is hit first. Once this limit has been reached,
the oldest log information is deleted in chunks and is irretrievably lost. The recommended approach is to persist your
logs to a external logging system of your choice (such as Splunk, for instance) using a log appender. Please note that
this solution results in the logs no longer being stored on our platform, so any support cases you lodge will require for
you to provide the appropriate logs for review and case resolution 

 

QUESTION 3

An organization is designing Mule application which connects to a legacy backend. It has been reported that backend
services are not highly available and experience downtime quite often. As an integration architect which of the below
approach you would propose to achieve high reliability goals? 

A. Alerts can be configured in Mule runtime so that backend team can be communicated when services are down 

B. Until Successful scope can be implemented while calling backend API\\'s 
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C. On Error Continue scope to be used to call in case of error again 

D. Create a batch job with all requests being sent to backend using that job as per the availability of backend API\\'s 

Correct Answer: B 

Correct answer is Untill Successful scope can be implemented while calling backend API\\'s The Until Successful scope
repeatedly triggers the scope\\'s components (including flow references) until they all succeed or until a maximum
number of retries is exceeded The scope provides option to control the max number of retries and the interval between
retries The scope can execute any sequence of processors that may fail for whatever reason and may succeed upon
retry 

 

QUESTION 4

An airline is architecting an API connectivity project to integrate its flight data into an online aggregation website. The
interface must allow for secure communication high-performance and asynchronous message exchange. What are
suitable interface technologies for this integration assuming that Mulesoft fully supports these technologies and that
Anypoint connectors exist for these interfaces? 

A. AsyncAPI over HTTPS AMQP with RabbitMQ JSON/REST over HTTPS 

B. XML over ActiveMQ XML over SFTP XML/REST over HTTPS 

C. CSV over FTP YAM L over TLS JSON over HTTPS 

D. SOAP over HTTPS HOP over TLS gRPC over HTTPS 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A leading e-commerce giant will use Mulesoft API\\'s on runtime fabric (RTF) to process customer orders. Some
customer\\'s sensitive information such as credit card information is also there as a part of a API payload. 

What approach minimizes the risk of matching sensitive data to the original and can convert back to the original value
whenever and wherever required? 

A. Apply masking to hide the sensitive information and then use API 

B. manager to detokenize the masking format to return the original value 

C. create a tokenization format and apply a tokenization policy to the API Gateway 

D. Used both masking and tokenization 

E. Apply a field level encryption policy in the API Gateway 

Correct Answer: A 
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